Dean’s List of Distinguished Students

These students are to be congratulated and commended for their excellent academic records during the 2016 Spring Semester.

Madison Abell
Amelle Aldurra
Madeline Alliegro
Dennis Aloia
Brendan Anderson
Jacob Anderson
Francesco Ariesto
Angga Sucipto
Clayton Armbrust
Diana Arroyo
Valerie Asimacopoulos
Natalie Baber
Ellen Bakke
Michelle Bastaniropur
Dominic Battaglia
Natalie Battis
Michaela Bear
John Becker
Julia Beilke
Maisie Bentz
Peter Berg
Benjamin Berman
Maxwell Bertellotti
Douglas Bierer
Brooke Bilyk
Casey Bishe
Isabelle Bishop
Allison Bitz
Kyle Boonyong
Theresa Bordena
Cassandra Botica
Lindsay Boyer
Jensen Braun
Ferris Brennan
Theresa Bridges
Bridget Brogan
Jordan Brown
Ryan Burd
Hannah Busch
Abigail Busse
Isabella Cafaro
Cara Caputo
Nicholas Carpenter
Jacquelyn Carpenter
Jack Carroll
Lauren Carufel-Wert
Katie Cataldo
Nancy Cattani
Elizabeth Chatterton
Alan Chavoya
Yuchao Chen
Justyna Chojnowski
Anne Clark
Kelly Clarke
Jeremy Cluth
William Conley
Melissa Conroy
Corrine Conway
Louis Cooper
Jared Corbett
Kendall Cosley
Lenzi Cram
Brian Cromie
Alyssa Cullinan
Alexandria Curry
Natalia Cvetkovic
Christopher Czarnecki
David Dalton
Samantha Dassow
America Davila
Samuel Dawson
Annalee Delaporte
James Dentino
Danielle Desautelle
Alexa Diaz
Allison Dikanovic
Alex Dinkel
Bryce Dively
Olivia Dobbs
Emily Draves
Aleksander Druck
Ryan Duffy
Ryan Dysart
Nicholas Ebert
Kevin Edgeworth
Jonah Elliff
Libbie Engels
Kelsey Evans
Austin Faber
Katherine Fallon
Samantha Farmer
Eric Fellin
Gabriela Ferreira Diaz
Meghan Flannery
Brandon Fleres
Dennis Flynn
Shane Forde
Trevor Foster
Hannah Fouks
Brianna Frasca
Jenna Frazier
Catherine Frehe
William Frost
John Galatowitsch
Haley Gallina
Olivia Garman
Siena Giacomantonio
Tara Giery

A minimum course load of twelve credits and a minimum grade point average of 3.7 is required to be included on the dean’s list.
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These students are to be congratulated and commended for their excellent academic records during the 2016 Spring Semester.

- Hannah Goddard
- Anna Goldstein
- Maribeth Gomez
- Michael Gong
- Emily Grassl
- Sarah Graupman
- Jada Greer
- Christopher Gregorio
- Colleen Gresk
- Alyson Griedl
- Claire Guinta
- Nicholas Guzowski
- Elizabeth Haebig
- Elizabeth Hagedorn
- Seth Haines
- Zoe Hammis
- Harli Hancock
- Zaynab Hassan
- Katherine Hausladen
- Chase Hawkins
- Joseph Heck
- Grace Heimerdinger
- Morgan Hess
- Gabriel Hicks
- Kathryn Higgins
- Sawyer Hill
- Noel Hincha
- Spencer Hofschulte-Beck
- Elisabeth Holzwarth
- Lauren Hooker
- Brett Hornung
- Xiaoyi Hou
- Lauren Hudon
- William Hyland
- Austiana Jackson
- Xander Jacobson
- Patrick Janzen
- Catherine Jensen
- Joshua John
- Seth Johnson
- Nicholas Johnson
- Lauren Jones
- Danielle Jow
- Brendan Juno
- Madeleine Kanaley
- Jacob Kaphingst
- Nikolas Karaffa
- Alexander Karkazis
- Lilia Kelash
- Katalin Kenney
- Kaitlin Kentala
- Claire Keyes
- Emon Khadem
- Julie Kinsella
- Robert Kitelinger
- Megan Knowles
- Miles Knutsen
- Shivani Kohli
- Lisa Kohlindorfer
- Christopher Kollath
- Tyler Kongslien
- Brandon Konnow
- Alexandra Kort
- Kasie Kotewa
- Veronica Kozaczka
- Shawn Kramer
- Kelly Krause
- Katelin Krenzke
- Steven Krenzke
- William Kressin
- Abigail Kriek
- Alexandria Krouth
- Farah Kurdi-Villate
- Greta Kutz
- Corinne Kwapis
- Lauren LaCasto
- Anne Lally
- Benjamin Lamb
- Anna Lansdowne
- Timothy LaRose
- Alexander Lech
- Cassandra Lecinski
- John LeClaire
- Roselee Ledesma
- Jonathan Leet
- Emily Legan
- Olivia Letter
- Jessica Lewandowski
- Erynn Lewis
- Ruth Lied
- Erin Llanes-Smith
- Jesus Lopez Rivera
- Jane Lorenzi
- John Lundeen
- Elizabeth Lyne
- Whitney Madeen
- Sharadhi Madhusudhana
- Patricia Madrid
- Caroline Mahoney
- Michael Majerczyk
- Madeline Makhlof
- Fatima Malik
- Eileen Mallof
- Aliya Manjee
- Alexa Margenau
- Elizabeth Marino
- Parker Marsh
- Elizabeth Marston

A minimum course load of twelve credits and a minimum grade point average of 3.7 is required to be included on the dean’s list.
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These students are to be congratulated and commended for their excellent academic records during the 2016 Spring Semester.

Alexander Tama
Alexandra Tatooles
Aliah Taylor
Vidhi Thakkar
Ruby Thompson
John Tobin
Emily Topp
Alexandria Trafton
Mia Tripi
Isabel Utschig
Abby Vakulskas
Nicholas Valentino
Sydney Valero
Matthew Van Eperen
Brittney Van Ness
Cameron Verbeke
Brendan Vivoda
Allison Volcheck
Theresa Kim Vu
Mary Vukovich
Steven Wales
Erik Walinder
Matthew Walker
Buchanan Waller
David Warren
Carolyn Warren
Maryrose Weatherton
Jack Weathington
Claire Weber
Lindsay Webster
Hailey Wellenstein
Jessica Wertz
George Weschler
Jacob Wiese
Carolyn Wilson
Gabrielle Winbush

Deanna Windorff
Eliana Winterbauer-Light
Brett Wisniewski
Stephanie Wissing
Lauren Wolf
Connor York
Sydni Zamarron
Armand Zappa
Lauren Zappe
Rose Zetzman
Yudan Zhu
Sadie Zurfluh

A minimum course load of twelve credits and a minimum grade point average of 3.7 is required to be included on the dean’s list.